
Noetic Sciences Quick Remote Viewing Target tasked by IONS - NQ7
Remote viewed by Anita Ikonen - Method EEC
Tasking: The target is one of the five pictures shown on the screen 
Target no target number 
Today March 11, 2019
Start 5:43 PM

Noetic matching 7
Today March 11, 2019
Start 5:43 PM

This one follows directly after the previous session. The five picture options are concealed until 
later. Wait a minute... I got the idea that I need to stare and let it soak in for a while to look at the 
feedback page, so that my mind learns to see that aha here the tiger was the ANSWER and this is 
what it looks like where the ANSWER comes from and hence the signal. Maybe I need to be training 
my mind, teaching it, like giving it a sugar cube from seeing this feedback page for a while what it 
looks like. My mind needs to see that this is the feedback page, just like that, and with the tiger 
picture (of the previous session) both as the large picture on top and also boxed in with yellow 
among the five pictures. Aha, ok maybe I can use that to guide my RV mind in this next session. 

5:45 PM I take out the next session, five picture options are concealed. 

Blue, resistance. Rounded brown like a stool. The stool is a dish, a container, a tall vase. 

I tell my mind that in the near future a picture will appear instead of the gray box and that one of 
the pictures below (not seen yet) will be boxed in with yellow. 

Tall vertical structure, rounded shape, wider on the top than bottom. 

I move now from kitchen to living room. 

Ok that was the initial impressions. 

5:54 PM I look at the five pictures. 

Coins. Two beautiful camels. Train tracks. Men carrying cheese. One fish. None of the pictures seem 
to match my initial impressions. I need to employ a secondary stage to probe for information. 

I get the tall elongated structure again. Camel necks? The humans? 

5:57 PM I choose the camels. Target was the coins. A complete 100% fail session! Well, no, I do have 
a round shape, but no tube. 

5:59 PM End notes. 


